
Bringing technology together 
to enable global energy transformation



AZZO pursues excellence in four core competencies: Power Automation, Energy 
Management, Electrical Engineering and Digital Systems. Our recent certification for 
the ISO 27001 Cybersecurity Standard is an important milestone in our Digital Systems 
competency. Harnessing synergies between these disciplines has allowed us to deliver 
consistently successful business and sustainability outcomes for customers.

Our core 
competencies

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING POWER AUTOMATION DIGITAL SYSTEMSENERGY MANAGEMENT

We believe integrated technology 
is the path to a sustainable future
AZZO was founded in 2005 by John Azzollini in Adelaide,  South Australia within the industrial 
automation sector. In 2008,  James DiLiberto was brought in from New York City as a passionate, 
visionary engineer to forge new pathways in power monitoring. Through their forward thinking, 
these partners transitioned the company from the automation and management of electrical 
systems to a fresh focus on energy efficiency, renewables and sustainability. John and James 
have since led the expansion of AZZO into many of the metro areas of Australia and the USA. 
The theme of bringing together both people and technology, in digital and electrical fields, has 
been the key to AZZO’s broad success across many segments.

The team at AZZO continually 
displays a very high level of 
professionalism, technical 
understanding, quality assurance 
processes, and documentation. 
Their team is very responsive to 
questions as they are raised, and 
they have proved time and again 
the importance of customer 
service and satisfaction.

LEE MRNJAVAC
Country Manager, 
RWE Renewables Australia
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Our solutions
Around the world, AZZO delivers advanced energy management 
solutions across a variety of segments.  Our solutions help customers 
maximize the performance of their investments in an energy ecosystem, 
whether deploying renewable generation, HVAC upgrades or mitigating 
power quality issues.
 
Our customers often tackle multiple energy objectives. For example, 
after installing and managing an EV charging fleet, the focus may shift 
to improving efficiency of HVAC systems or tracking energy costs across 
departments.  Later, power reliability may become a priority due to the 
increase in digital electrical loading at a facility.  AZZO’s solutions cover 
these applications and more, enabling customers to maintain a clear 
line-of-sight to their business outcomes along the way.

Beyond these core benefits, AZZO solutions can provide customers 
with access to new revenue streams from participating in energy and 
ancillary services markets.  We can also help them strengthen their 
brand equity and access new funding sources by achieving compliance 
with sustainability standards such as LEED and NABERS.
 
For some customers, power resiliency and availability are business 
priorities, in order to reduce downtime, equipment damage and 
maintenance costs.  AZZO’s power quality and electrical distribution 
SCADA solutions can deliver these reliability outcomes, integrating 
seamlessly with existing solutions.
 
As our customers’ energy transformation ambitions evolve, no matter 
which direction they take, AZZO is the trusted advisor with a proven 
track record to help unlock the full potential of their energy ecosystem.

The EnergyX™ factor
AZZO’s EnergyX IoT platform brings technology together with Schneider Electric 
EcoStruxure and Microsoft Azure platforms to create a truly unique set of energy 
management capabilities. EnergyX is designed to scale from basic energy 
management to advanced applications including DER fleet management, complex 
site control and power quality mitigation. We also provide tailored services over the 
lifecycle of many energy management initiatives - from conceptualization to design, 
commissioning, operation, and support. 

  Ready to unlock  
your energy ecosystem?
No matter where you are on your 
energy management journey, AZZO 
can help you navigate it and offer the 
right solutions at each step. Contact us 
today and we’ll get started.



+1 973 575 5032

solutions@azzo.com

AZZO AUSTRALIA
B22, 6 MAB Eastern Promenade
Tonsley 
SA 5042
Australia

azzo.com

AZZO USA
330 Changebridge Road
Suite 101, Pine Brook
NJ 07058                                                            
USA

+61 1300 00 2996

Contact us to see what we can do together.


